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ABSTRACT

Individual investors are now massively using online brokers to
trade stocks with convenient interfaces and low fees, albeit los-
ing the advice and personalization traditionally provided by full-
service brokers. We frame the problem faced by online brokers
of replicating this level of service in a low-cost and automated
manner for a very large number of users. Because of the care re-
quired in recommending financial products, we focus on a risk-
management approach tailored to each user’s portfolio and risk
profile. We show that our hybrid approach, based on Modern Port-
folio Theory and Collaborative Filtering, provides a sound and ef-
fective solution. The method is applicable to stocks as well as other
financial assets, and can be easily combined with various financial
forecasting models. We validate our proposal by comparing it with
several baselines in a domain expert-based study.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems Ñ Recommender systems; • Theory
of computation Ñ Convex optimization; • Applied computing

Ñ Economics.

KEYWORDS

Recommender Systems; Collaborative Filtering; Modern Portfolio
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1 INTRODUCTION

Consider the case of an Internet service where individuals can buy,
sell and hold financial instruments. Unlike traditional brokers, on-
line brokers do not usually provide personalized investment nor
trading advice. The simplest form of such advice is recommending
to a user which stock they should buy next. However, automated
recommendations in online brokers are, to the best of our knowl-
edge, either non-existent or non-personalized. One reason is reg-
ulations in the consumer financial industry; the other is the extra
care needed in automating recommendations for high-stake prod-
ucts. Recommendations thus need to follow a specific focus.

Our objective in this work is to recommend to users not only
stocks they may like, but also satisfy a clearly explainable invest-
ment agenda. Conversely, the objective is also not necessarily to
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optimize for returns: customers may likely prefer portfolios they
are familiar with over those that provide better returns. These speci-
ficities make it difficult to provide such recommendations without
human supervision, which online brokers aim to reduce as much
as possible in order to cut costs and offer the lowest fees.

In this paper, we propose an approach based on Modern Port-
folio Theory (MPT) and Collaborative Filtering (CF). The paper is
structured as follows: in Section 2, we situate this work in the con-
text of existing research; section 3 is a primer on the required back-
ground in MPT and CF; in Section 4, we detail our approach and
contributions. We then detail our experiments in Section 5, and
conclude in Section 6 with directions for future works.

2 RELATED WORK

Given the widespread access to market data, the purely quantita-
tive nature of the problem and its financial appeal, there has been a
large amount of literature devoted to the stockmarket.Most efforts
have been focused on identifying strategies for picking stocks [4, 5,
11, 12, 14, 17] or portfolios [2, 9, 10] which are likely to be profitable
in the future. Although these approaches are more akin to trading,
they fall within the scope of non-personalized recommendation.
The literature on personalized recommendation of financial assets,
on the other hand, is much sparser. It can be argued that this is due
to the lack of open data on traders behavior, as compared for ex-
ample to research on personalized movie recommendation, where
large-scale open data is available.

For the problem of recommending a single stock to the user,
some personalized approaches based on technical analysis have
been proposed [1, 15] where the trading preferences of the user, in
particular their response to technical signals, are learned through
feedback on the recommendations. Collaborative Filtering has also
been used for personalization, in general combined with other rec-
ommendation logics, such as order book analysis [16], content-
based filtering [13] or multiple-criteria decision analysis [7].

In the field of portfolio recommendation, Modern Portfolio The-
ory (MPT) [6] and its treatment of the risk-return tradeoff serves as
the theoretical basis for a significant part of the literature on non-
personalized recommendation and for the industry at large. How-
ever, personalized portfolio recommendations have rather been based
on other approaches such as case-based reasoning [8] or psycho-
logical analysis [3]. Recommendation personalized by the knowl-
edge of the current portfolio of the user, which is the problem
tackled in this paper, has been previously tackled in ref. [18] for
the field of venture finance. The authors propose several methods
based on MPT to extend the current portfolio of users in an opti-
mal way. One of these methods recommends the best options to
add an individual asset to the user’s portfolio. Our work expands
on this approach by both combining it with Collaborative Filter-
ing to improve the quality of the recommendations and scaling it
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to large number of users, which is arguably irrelevant in the field
of venture finance but not in that of retail trading.

3 FOUNDATIONS

3.1 Modern Portfolio Theory

All recommendation approaches aim at presenting to the user the
items that they would prefer. Mathematically, this corresponds to
maximizing a utility functionD specific to the user, satisfyingDp 9q ą
Dp 9 1q if and only if the user would unambiguously prefer item 9

over item 9 1. Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), introduced byMarkowitz [6],
proposes a form for the utility function of an investor over finan-
cial portfolios.Given a fixed amount to invest and= available assets
r1..=s, a portfolio can be represented by a vector w whose compo-
nentsF 9 , 9 P r1..=s, are the proportionof the total amount invested
on the asset 9 . The MPT utility function has a single parameter, the
risk aversion W , to adjust the function to a particular user, and only
takes into account the expectation (E) and variance (Var) of the
future return 'w of the portfoliow, modeled as a random variable
given the uncertainty, in the form

DW pwq “ Er'ws ´ W Varr'ws. (1)

The distributions for 'w can be based on any financial theory,
and the contributions of the paper are independent of a particular
choice, as long as they are linear in w. For each asset 9 P r1..=s,
let w 9 be the portfolio solely composed of asset 9 . Then it follows
from linearity that

DWpwq “ -
)w ´ Ww)

Σw, (2)

where the vector - has components ` 9 “ Er'w 9 s and the matrix
Σ has components Σ 9, 9 1 “ Covp'

w 9 , '
w 9 1 q for any assets 9, 9 1 P

r1..=s.
Portfoliosw are traditionally visualized in the risk-return plane,

with x-axis their risk
a

Varr'ws and y-axis their expected return
Er'ws. As shown in (2), the utility functionDW pwq is concave in the
portfolio weights w so that the optimal portfolio, maximizing the
function at a given risk aversion W , can be extracted numerically in
an efficient way. The set of optimal portfolios for W P r0, 8q form
a curve in the risk-return plane, called the Efficient Frontier (EF),
see Figure 2 for an example.

For our particular implementation, we choose the random vari-
ables 'w to be distributed according to the sampling distribution of
their historical realizations, each past realization of the returns be-
ing weighted by an exponential decreasing in its age. This results
for example in expectations ` 9 at a given time to be exponentially-
weighted moving averages of the historical returns of assets 9 P
r1..=s. The exponential decay parameter and frequency of the re-
turns can be tuned for the desired investment time horizon.

3.2 Collaborative Filtering

The trade-off between risk and return modeled by MPT is not the
only aspect considered by investors. A major missing component
is their familiarity with the available assets and we use Collabora-
tive Filtering (CF) based on item-to-item conditional probabilities
to model it. Our rationale is:

1. The number of users is orders of magnitude higher than the
number of stocks and item-item matrices are dense. Item turnover
is low and cold start is not problematic.

2. Keeping user-level data to infer another user’s recommenda-
tions (as in instance-based learners) can be legally challenging, as
well as deterring for users.

3. Computation of CF does not bottleneck the time complexity
achieved later for MPT recommendations (Section 4.2).

Given< users and = items, for a time interval ) and an interac-
tion function 5 of interest, we define the< ˆ = user-item matrix
*5 ,) with components

p*5 ,) q8 9 “ 5 p8, 9,) q. (3)

Let @8, 9,C be the market value of the position of user 8 on stock 9

on day C , which is obtained from daily snapshots of user portfolios.
We define the implicit feedback CF user-item matrix ' as *5',)'
where

5'p8, 9,) q “

#
1 if there is C P ) s.t. @8, 9,C ‰ 0

0 otherwise
, (4)

and the aggregate normalized user-portfolio matrix, as *5, ,),
where

5, p8, 9,) q “

ř
CP) @8, 9,Cř

9 1Pr1..=s,C 1P) @8, 9 1,C 1

. (5)

Rows of the'matrix capture, for user 8 , which stocks 9 they held
at least once during some interval)' . To build a dense enough item-
item matrix, )' is chosen to span at least 6 months for '. In the
case of, , ), spans a shorter period such as the last day, week or
month, adjustable depending on the investment horizon of the user.
Besides daily portfolio snapshots, transaction history can also be
used to target traders instead of investors. (Note that aggregation
from trading and holding data becomes similar as ) grows.)

The so-called co-count item-item matrix is given by

r� “ ')' (6)

of computational time complexity$p<=2q. The Markov item-item
transition matrix � defining %p( 9 1 |( 9 q, with p�q9 9 1 the probabil-
ity of moving from stock ( 9 to stock ( 9 1 , is obtained by removing
r�’s diagonal and normalizing along columns.We then leverage the
fact that , is equivalent to a collection of prior user state vec-
tors %p( 9 |*8q, with row wp8q the initial state of user 8 , to build the
portfolio-based personalized CF recommendations s.�� using

s.�� “,� (7)

Although the user portfolios are sound and convenient to use as
prior probabilities in this context, no interpretation should bemade
on their reflecting relative preferences from the user. Finally, as for
the computation of �̃, the computation of s.�� is also $p<=2q.

4 RECOMMENDING STOCKS

The following sections follow our overall pipeline:
1. Compute the EF of risk-return policies that could be achieved

by any user, given a risk aversion range and all stocks, and map
users to an estimate of their risk aversion.

2. For each (user, target stock) pair, compute the MPT utility of
adding that individual stock to the user’s portfolio.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the user risk aversion, with ) the

month of April 2016.

3. Compute CF recommendations to restrict the available uni-
verse, then re-rank them with MPT scores from step 2.

4.1 Estimating Users Risk Aversion

As seen in Section 3.1, the MPT utility function is personalized by
a single parameter W , the risk aversion of the user. With access to
the daily historical portfolioswC of a user over a period) , we infer
their risk aversion as follows. On each day C , we defineWC as the risk
aversion for which the optimal portfolio has the same risk as wC ;
visually the intersection of the efficient frontier with a vertical line
passing through the portfolio of the day in the risk-return plane.
The rationale is that the user, accepting such a risk, would have
picked that optimal portfolio given a complete knowledge and the
absence of trading constraints. The risk aversion of the user is de-
fined as the geometric mean of the daily estimates pWC qCP) .

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the risk aversion of the users
in logarithmic scale, see Section 5 for details on the data. The risk
aversions are distributed around the median 20.9, with an accumu-
lation around 100, which corresponds to risk-averse users trading
only low variance assets.

4.2 Computing Efficiently the Utility of
Individual Stock Recommendations

As fees are expensive for users who rarely invest in more than one
new stock per day, we target daily one-stock recommendations.
This means that, although the results are presented in a ranked
list, (i) we expect users to invest in at most one new recommended
stock per day and (ii) explain to them that each stock is picked
based on its individual impact on the portfolio regardless of other
recommendations. Figure 2 gives a visual explanation of how rec-
ommendations are ranked on the risk-return plane.

We define the MPT recommendation matrix s."%) whose p8, 9q
coefficient is the user 8’s portfolio utility once stock 9 has been

added to it with weight F
p8q
A , the average of the non-zero weights

of the user’s portfoliowp8q. Formally,

ps."%) q8 9 “ DW8 pp1 ´F
p8q
A qwp8q `F

p8q
A e9 q, (8)

where the =-size unit vector e9 is zero except at index 9 .
The naive sequential way to compute such amatrix can be found

in current literature such as [18] (algorithm 3). Essentially, the qua-
dratic utility function needs be computed for all <= (user, target
stock) pairs, leading to $p<=3q complexity. For convenience and
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Figure 2: Movement of the user portfolio (black square) to

new positions (green and blue squares) in the risk-return

plane, once the user has bought either the top-1 (green dot)

or top-2 (blue dot) recommended stock in suggested quan-

tity. A high risk aversion WDB4A will favor low-risk over high-

return recommendations. The white square shows the best

achievable portfolio given all stocks and the specified WDB4A .

parallelism, one may further wish to derive the scoring matrix an-
alytically, but doing so naively can result in $p<2=2q complexity.
However, if we leverage the expectation that recommendations are
made on a one-stock basis, it becomes possible to compute the
whole scoring matrix in closed form with $p<=2q complexity as

, 1 “ pp1 ´ wA q̂j) q ˝,

s.` “ , 1` ĵ) ` wA `
)

s.Σ “ p, 1
Σ ˝, 1q̂ĵj) ` pwA ˝ wA q3806pΣq)

` 2, 1
Σ ˝ pwA ĵ

) q

s."%) “ s.` ´$ s.Σ

(9)

withwA the<-size vector ofF
p8q
A ’s,$ the<ˆ< diagonal matrix of

user risk aversions, ĵ the=-size all-ones vector, and ˝ theHadamard
/ element-wise product.

The above analytical derivation is a desirable contribution of
this work since (i) it scales linearly in users, (ii) is one less power
to compute in stocks, and (iii) is a parallelizable vectorized form.

4.3 Hybrid Recommendations

Because MPT recommendations do not account for the knowledge
of users about stocks, and CF recommendations have weak utility,
we propose a hybrid re-ranking approach:

i. Sort the available recommendations by CF score.
ii. Given a cutoff : , retain the top-k results of step (i).
iii. Sort the results of step (ii) by MPT scores.
The exact implementation is described in Algorithm 1.
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Requires: s.�� , s."%) , :
Initialize s.� Ð matrixp<,=q ;
s.� r:, :s Ð ´8
for D “ 1 :< do

filtered Ð argsortps.�� qr1 : :s
s.� rD, filtereds Ð s."%) rfiltereds

end
Algorithm 1: MPT-CF Hybrid Recommendations.

5 EVALUATION

The approach presented in this work aims to provide a completely
automated alternative to the personalized recommendations of fi-
nancial experts in traditional brokerage companies. Rather than
some rigorous quantitative measures, the customers’ appraisal of
the recommendations is usually based on the trust granted to such
experts. We have thus chosen to partner with a brokerage firm, to
perform a domain expert-based study to validate our system.

For the purpose of this research we obtained the historical trad-
ing data of a few hundreds of thousands of users, for two years
up to March 2017, on the stocks of 3,714 companies listed on the
Tokyo Stock Exchange and the Nagoya Stock Exchange in Japan.
This very large number of companies makes it virtually impossi-
ble for investors and even domain experts to take comprehensive
decisions and highlights the need for a system such as the one pre-
sented in this work.

We picked 20 actual user portfolios spanning different sizes and
industries and randomly associated them risk aversion parameters
drawn from t1, 20, 100u. For each, we generated the top-20 rec-
ommendations for the following 4 methods: Random (drawn ran-
domly from the set of possible stocks), MPT (using the MPT scor-
ing matrix s."%) , see (9)), UserCF (using the CF scoring matrix
s.�� , see (7)) and Hybrid (using the Hybrid scoring matrix s.� , see
Algorithm 1).

Three experts working in the brokerage firm, with knowledge
of the stocks market and without involvement in the current work,
were selected as evaluators. The evaluators where asked for each
of the 20 portfolios and associated risk aversions to choose their
preferred recommendations in two steps, each unlabeled and ran-
domized: first choosing amongst the top-5 recommendations of the
4 methods, then choosing between the top-5, 6-to-10, 11-to-15 and
16-to-20 recommendations of the method selected in the first step.
This setup allowed us to compare not only the overall quality of
the methods but also the ranking within each method.

To compare the 4 methods in the quality of their top-5 lists, we
regard the first step of our evaluation as a randomized block de-
sign. Blocking on the portfolio / risk aversion pairs, we create a
20 x 4 matrix containing for each pair and method the number of
evaluators selecting that method as best on the pair. Although the
number of evaluators is relatively small, summing over their re-
sults should reduce the influence of individual specificities and the
blocks can be considered almost independent. Using the Friedman
test, we obtain a p-value ? “ 0.0014 for the omnibus null hypoth-
esis. As this result is significant (we use a 95% level), we apply the
Nemenyi method for post-hoc analysis and obtain p-values shown
in Table 2 for pairwise comparisons of the methods. Only the Hy-
brid method has significantly different performance than random

3 eval. 2 eval. 1 eval. Selections
Random 0 1 4 6 (10%)
MPT 0 0 7 7 (12%)
UserCF 1 4 10 21 (35%)
Hybrid 2 7 6 26 (43%)

Table 1: Number of portfolios for which each method was

selected as best by 1, 2 or 3 evaluators and total number of

such selections per method.

MPT UserCF Hybrid
Random 0.995 0.079 0.030

MPT 0.140 0.058
UserCF 0.983

Table 2: Result of the post-hoc analysis for comparison of

the 4 methods on their top-5 lists.

(Intercept) MPT UserCF Hybrid
Estimate 0.69 0.22 -0.40 0.31
P-value 0.42 0.85 0.68 0.75

Table 3: Results of the ranking quality analysis.

recommendations, which confirms its value. Table 1 further shows
that the Hybrid method dominates all baselines but as stated above
the difference is only significant compared to the random recom-
mendations.

To analyze the ranking quality,we use the logit regression:44? „
"%) ` *B4A�� ` �~1A83 where :44? is the binary response de-
scribing whether the evaluator keeps in step 2 the list accepted in
step 1 and "%) , etc. are binary independent variables describing
whether the associated method was chosen in step 1. Coefficient
estimates and associated p-values are shown in Table 3. We can
see with the positive intercept an overall tendency for evaluators
to keep the list irrespective of the model. The estimates for "%)

and �~1A83 are positive, hinting at a good quality of the ranking,
and close as expected given that the hybrid recommendations are
ranked using MPT after a filtering step. The estimate for *B4A��
on the other hand is negative suggesting that while doing a good
job at picking good recommendations among the 3,714 companies,
its ranking within the top-20 may not be very accurate. Nonethe-
less, due to the small size of the data, none of these qualitative
observations are statistically significant at a remotely reasonable
level.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS

In this work, we framed the problem of making personalized rec-
ommendations for users of an online broker, a context for which
research remains scarce. We proposed a new and scalable approach
tailored to users’ estimated risk profiles and affinities, combining
Modern Portfolio Optimization and Collaborative Filtering in a hy-
brid algorithm. We showed that the approach is sound, achieves
attractive complexity, and we validated its value compared to mul-
tiple baselines in an experiment based on domain experts.
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The method, being untied to the way expected returns and risks
are computed, can be plugged to any type of forecast that provides
those two types of data, so long as user’s holding or transaction
data is available. Likewise, the type of financial instrument is ex-
changeable, so long as recommendations can be made on a one-
instrument basis.
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